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KIANA I1 could see our success
in the evenings district high school
basketball championship game I1 en-
visioned the teams happiness in vic-
tory yet with the possibility of los-
ing I1 could see dejection in the teamsteamIs
defeat

all day I1 could not eat my stomach
swirled like a whirlwind on the frozen
kobuk river there was no room for
food in my stomach despite not
eating I1 walked and roamed the school
halls too energized to sit still for a mo-
ment my head was light and floated
with a natural high at times I1 felt
dizzy

I1 took deep breaths to calm myself
thinking about what lay ahead I1
became anxious will we be the
district champs the thought made me
edgy my palms were sweaty and my
feet cold I1 continued my stroll and
returned to the locker room where I1
started to pace

the team was changing into their
scarlet colored uniforms with gold
trim I1 thought about the relief and joy
that would be mine if we were to win
the game on the other hand shivers
ran up and down my spine with the
thought of losing

my confidence mostly stood firm
thoughthoujgh and only on one occasion did
I1 doubt I1 also knew that anything
could happen this uneasiness made
time move as slowly as an arctic
winter I1 wanted the game to start and
end so that I1 could relax

I1 followed the team onto the court
the body heat radiating from all the
tansfans cheering and waving their hands
and stomping their feet made the air
inin the gym warm and thick making
itt hard to breathe I1 took a couple of
deep breaths

my mouth dried I11 reached down
and grabbed a water bottle squeezing
out as much as possible guzzling to
quench my thirst my heartbeat
bacamebacare more powerfulpow ernil as I1 anticipated
victory the blood pumped through
my body as the homhorn blew indicating
the start of the game suddenly
though my confidence wavered my
hands sweated and my feet chilled

SPORTS
again my red necktie tightened this
was our one and only chance would
we blow this opportunity

on the games first play we lost the
ball on a bad pass then lost it again
another bad pass several ofour shots
missed after a couple minutes into the
contest an 18 foot jump shot rolled
around the rim and dropped for our
first two points I1 started to breathe
more easily

with our team trafftrailinging by two points
during the first eight minutes and
knowing that we could play better my
confidence stabilized again

we started to play better and took
the lead

1 I alright keep hustlinghustlingl I1 said as
we stole the ball and scored on a driv-
ing layualayu2

we scscrappedratW and clawed for every
rebound we shotshot the ball with good
accuracy and built on our lead with
each break I1 could see victory in our
path breathing easier and feeling
more relaxed I1 eased back in the chair
to a more comfortable position and

took another swig of water
nevertheless it wasnt long before

the other team found its mark on the
basket their players also started to
dive after the ball to gain possession
their tenacious manmaii to man defense
did not allow us to get any uncontested
shots we threw another bad pass and
they scored on an 8 foot jump shot
our onetimeone time 14 point lead narrowed
to six

I1 sat up my muscles tighlightedted I1 took
another swig of water my stomach
swirled again I1 loosened my tie and
looked at the time clock A couple of
minutes remained in the game A
traveling violation turned the ball over
to our opponents they continued to
take advantage of their momentum and
scored on a 20 footfoat jump shot for three
points

poise I1 yelled got to have
poisepoisel

I1 signaled for a timeouttime out the team
came over to the bench some players
with their heads down

we are still ahead I1 said 1 I

have confidence inyouryou and your abili
ty to pull through and win the game 99

my hands sweated even more as
thethey took to the court again instead
of sitting on the chair I1 walked down
to the end of the bench and back

although time was running out the
last minute seemed like an hour I1
could sense victory but I1 counted
down the last seconds out loud the
blood rushed through me with a warm
ing sensation as the homhorn blew I1
jumped and waved my arms and ran
onto the court to hug theme players the
fans rushed onto the court shaking
hands and slapping high fives with the
players

congratualtions they said
I1 glowed with pride soaking in this

glorious moment inin life
my body was tired and relaxed so

I1 sat down content with what we had
accomplished
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